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Thesis Abstract 
In the present thesls, a few studies aimed at high accuracy attitude determation 
system (ADS) for spacecraft using precision star trackers are presented. The studies are 
intended to overcome the present lirmtations of ADS imposed by attltlrde sensors like gyro- 
scopes and wide field-of-view star sensors A target specification to d e t e m e  the attitude 
with an accuracy of 5 pradian or 1 arc-second (3a) in all the three axes of the platform is 
set as a goal for the study. Such accurate attitude determination is to be carried out in 
real-time mth atleast 10 sarnples/second update using the onboard computer so as to enable 
an autonomous spacecraft control 
A gyro-less attitude estimator with a kinematic model that estimates the angular 
velocity and angular acceleration of the spacecraft is taken as a baseline approach for t h s  
thesis These topics, along with the challenges that rmght arise out of this approach, are 
dealt in detal in the fast chapter of the thesis The topics dealt in the thesis are gwen 
below, in the order of their appearance 
Literature Survey 
The second chapter presents a literature sumey of four topics These are A) the modern 
spacecraft and the~r  pointing requirements, B) Evolution of important attitude sensors like 
gyroscopes and star trackers, C) Advances made m the star pattern identification algorithms 
and D) Latest algorithms for attitude determination of spacecraft with or without using 
gymscopes 
The attitude sensing requirements for various remote sensing satellites like Landsat- 
5, Landsat-7, Spot-5, IRS Resourcesat-I, IKONOS, QuickBird are presented The pointing 
requrements of geo-stationary spacecraft like Spaceway, GOES-N are discussed The inno- 
vations made in the designs of micro-satellites hke Germany's DLR-TUBSAT and European 
Space Agency's (ESA) PROBA-I are given 
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The evolution of technology corresponding to gyroscopes, star trackers is presented 
The features of these hardware are compared in the form of various tables. Among gyro- 
scopes, the hemi-spherical resonating gyros, fiber-optic-gyros seem to be promsing Among 
the latest star trackers the fourth generation star trackers based on active pure1 sensors (APS) 
and embedded micro-processors are becoming effective in volume and cost 
The advances made in the star pattern identification algorithms are classified into vari- 
ous categories like direct match, polygon match, phase match and discrete attitude variation 
technique etc , and those concepts are discussed individually The recent attitude determi- 
nation algorithms are classified on the principle that whether a gyroscope is used for attitude 
propagation or not 
Based on the observations from the literature survey, it 1s necessary to reduce the FOV 
of a star tracker to improve its accuracy As a result, the slze of the onboard star catalog 
may increase Hence, a t e b q u e  to access the star catalog effectively is developed in the 
next chapter 
Fast Access of Onboard Star Catalog 
Chapter 3 describes a method to find all the onboard catalog stars that he wthm a 
cone of specified uncertmnty angle from a gwen u t  vector direction m the celestial sphere 
If stars exlst in this cone, t h s  method grves the nearest star to the specdied direction 
The method uses a locality preserving hashing technique that allows a query w t h  noisy 
sensor measurements This technique also results in a smaller number of catalog accesses 
as compared to the earlier procedures A star catalog organization is suggested that is free 
from the FOV constrants of the star tracker In this chapter, the data structures required 
for the onboard star catalog as well as its fast access using a hashing technique are defined 
The methods of creation and access of the hash table are described The procedure to solve 
the star presence problem using a conventional binary search technique is also given Later, 
the proposed new algorithm along with the blnary search method is sub~ect o a numerical 
simulation test to verify its relative performance and the memory requirements Based on 
the performance, an opt~mal parameter setting for the hash table creation is recommended 
Area of further improvement is also suggested 
In this method, a hash table of 5773 words (16 bit) size is required for a stm catalog 
containing 1613 stars (10485 words) The memory requirement of the method is hnearly 
proportional to the onboard star catalog size There are no msmatches found when this 
algorithm 1s subjected to a test wlth 10000 random vectors corrupted by a Gaussian noise 
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of 0 04 deg standard deviation The average number of catalog accesses and process time 
required for both successful and unsuccessful queries are reduced to 2 2 and 2 0 pseconds 
respectively, as compared to the 24 and 3 8 pseconds that are requ~red for a b~nary search. 
This technique forms a part of a tool set in the star pattern identification that can be 
accomphshed without the restrictions of the star tracker's field of view or it can be used to 
predict the stars that are tracked and processed in the next frame of exposure of the star 
tracker during the on-orbit operation 
Star Pattern Identification 
In Chapter 4, two new star identification algorithms namely 'Hashmg Algorithm for 
Star Pattern IDentification with K-vector (HASPID-K)' and 'Hashing Algorithm for Star 
Pattern IDentlfication with Magnitude (HASPID-M)' are proposed for lost-in-space (LIS) 
condition usmg the discrete attitude variation technique that considers the star magnitudes 
in addition to their separation In addition to the LIS condit~on, the proposed algorithms 
have a provision to utilize a prior1 estimate of the initial attitude These methods are 
improvements over the emsting discrete attitude variat~on techniques A software tool for 
'spiral search' is sharpened and applied to match the brightness and angular separation of 
the observed star pair to that of the catalog. The utility of the new fast star detection 
technique developed in the Chapter 3 is demonstrated in the context of star identfication 
for LIS condition The HASPID-M method is inherently not limited by the FOV of tracker 
unlike the earlier methods Hence, it is more suitable to process the observat~ons of the 
extended FOV of a angle star tracker or even multiple star trackers 
When numerical simulation tests are conducted similar to those given by Padgett et 
a1 (Padgett, C , Kreutz-Delgado, K , and Udomkesmalee, S , Evaluation of S tar  Identi- 
fication Techniques, Journal of Guzdance, Control, and Dynarnzcs, Vol 20, No 2, 1997, 
pp 259-267), the successful identification in lost-in-space condition is close to 100 percent for 
reasonable perturbation levels (0 5 pixel location and 0 3 magnitude brightness noise, both 
are la variations) that are expected of the modern star trackers Durmg the sensitivity tests, 
the algorithm has shown better robustness even at higher measurement noise when compared 
to another contemporary star identification algorithm 'Pyramid' developed by Mortar1 et a1 
(Mortan, D , Junkins, J L , and Samaan, M A ,  Lost-In-Space Pyramid  Algorithm for 
Robust Star P a t t e r n  Recognition, Control and Guzdance, Vol 107 of Advances zn the 
Astronautzcal Sczences, American Astronautical Soc~ety, 2001, pp 49-68). The execut~on 
time of the first method is a t  least 67% better than the Pyramid algorithm at all noise levels 
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However, the second method shows an interestmg trend with a faster performance upto 0 4 
magnitude (lo) nolse, though beyond that it has an exponentla1 Increase in the computation 
tune 
Gyro Emulation with Star Tracker 
Chapter 5 presents a new method to estlrnate the incremental angle and angular ve- 
loc~ty of spacecraft uslng star tracker The angular h~story of the spacecraft is derived using 
only temporal der~vatlves of the vector measurements obviatmg the use of reference catalog 
Uslng the estimated mcremental angle, the att~tude of the spacecraft is reconstructed from 
an arbitrary epoch usmg a Kalman F~lter (KF) With t h s  att~tude, the successrve vector 
measurements are transformed using a recursive average est~mate onto a unit sphere m the 
body frame coordinates Thus a star map IS derived with respect to an arbitrary epoch This 
map IS used as a reference subsequently to denve the mproved mcremental angle est~mates 
Also, the generated star map IS used to identify the measured stars and derive the absolute 
mertial attitude by applylng any of the star identification techques Thus, the mcremental 
angle similar to one prov~ded by a rate mtegratmg gyroscope, as well as the absolute attitude 
seen by the star tracker can be obtamed by star tracker measurements alone Tlvs is the 
essence of the new 'Spacecraft Incremental-angle and Angular Velocity Estimation (SIAVE)' 
method 
A numerical simulation study has been carried out to compare the performance of 
the SIAVE method mth that of Oshman and Markley (Ref Oshrnan, Y and Markley, 
F L , Sequential Attitude and Attitude-Rate Estimation Using Integrat ed-Rate 
Parameters, Journal of Guzdance, Control, and Dynamzcs, Vol 22, No 3, 1999, pp 385- 
394) It is shown that the newly proposed SIAVE method is as accurate as the earher 
reported method, but with a faster convergence 
In Chapter 5, a simple linear Kalman filter is proposed for est~mation of mcremental 
angle and angular rate from successive observat~ons of a star tracker, mnthout the use of star 
4 
t catalog or awllary sensors Ths incremental angle and angular rate output can be directly 
used in the spacecraft control system, as the output is similar to that of a rate ~ntegrating 
gyroscope The star map b d t  by usmg t h s  method can be used for the purpose of star 
pa r  identificat~on, which d l  reduce the on-board memory requlrements and elirmnate the 
false star identficat~ons The accuracy obtamed using this method IS demonstrated by 
nurner~cal simulatrons carried out for the Inertial point~ng case and compared with that of 
Oshman and Markley's method The filter performance is satisfactory and has the addit~onal 
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advantage of a faster convergence In another numerical simulation of an Earth polnting 
spacecraft, the angular separations between the simulated star catalog and that obtamed 
from the regenerated star map match very closely, proving the estimation of incremental 
angle Finally, a method to Improve the attitude and rate estimation accuracy is outhned 
for future spacecraft 
Attitude and Rate Estimation of Geo-Sats 
Geo-stationary satellites (Geo-Sats) form an important group of applications, where 
the star tracker based attitude determination can be very useful A geo-stationary spacecraft 
is injected in to a typical geo transfer orbit (GTO) of 180 x 36500 km A senes of orbital 
transfers that give an incremental velocity from hquld apogee motor (LAM) firmgs will bring 
tlvs orbit into a c~rcular orbit of 36000 Km altitude Presently, a combination of Sun and 
Earth sensors along mth  Gyroscope mantam the platform attitude during these firings and 
orient ation maneuvers 
The techniques developed m the present thesis are utilized to process the m-flight 
data obtained from a star sensor called 'Fast Recovery Star Sensor (FRSS)' T h s  star sen- 
sor is flown in the f ist  experimental spacecraft GSAT-I launched from GSLV rocket from 
Srlharikota, India The star data collected during transfer orbit and synchronous orbit is 
analyzed to derive the attitude and angular rate of the platform using the SIAVE algorithm 
described in Chapter 5 and compared it with data from a spinning mass type dry-tuned- 
gyroscope (DTG) flown on the same platform 
The attitude of the platform derived from the FRSS data compares well with that 
of gyro, except for the drift of the gyro Similarly, the amplitude and phase of the body 
rates derlved from star sensor matches to that of the DTG measurement closely, with an 
improvement in the random noise 
The experiment shows the adequacy of the theme of gyro emulation with a star tracker 
in the context of geo stationary spacecrafts indicating reduced dependency on gyroscopes 
for critical maneuvers required for orbit rasing and synchronous orbit operation in geo 
applications T h s  study demonstrates new star tracker applications for star sensor based 
attitude determination 
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Conclusions 
Chapter-7, the last chapter summarizes the work presented and hsts the contribut~ons 
made by the present work The chapter ~ndicates a few areas that are connected to this 
study, whch need further improvement 
The present thesis proposes a new star catalog organnation and a fast access technique 
uslng locabty preserving hashng techn~que suitable for large star catalogs The current study 
develops two new star pattern identification methods that are based on discrete attitude 
vanation 'technique and hashing algont hm These techques perform better than those 
reported in the literature in lost-in-space condition The thesis presents a new approach 
to estimate the attitude of the spacecraft by functional emulation of a gyroscope using 
a star tracker The proposed estimation method is compared with t e h q u e  reported in 
the literature and is found to be satisfactory, w ~ t h  added advantage of unproved convergence 
behav~or. The developed techniques are applied to data obtained from a real satellite and are 
found to be practically useful The study demonstrates new areas of attitude determnatlon 
for geo-stationary spacecraft using star trackers 
It is now possible, with the stud~es contributed by this thesis, to develop an operational 
spacecraft control system that determmes the attitude of the platform accurately uslng star 
trackers as its primary sensors Such spacecraft control system can carry out all stages of 
the mission successfully with a lower weight, volume and cost coupled with high accuracy, 
high rel~ability and long llfe 
